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Catalogue your art. Preserve your legacy.



ArtMoi is an initiative to simplify the process of documenting art.

The vision of ArtMoi spurred from the observation that we can track the movement of goods around the 
world, but visual artists have very limited abilities to protect their creations or have real influence on how 
their artwork is used once it leaves their hands.

Much like the ISBN system for the publishing industry, every piece of art that gets uploaded into ArtMoi is 
assigned a globally unique ID number so that all of the information surrounding a single work of art can 
be tracked over time. With this technology we have created online cataloguing software for professional 
artists. 

We are working to create a new industry standard that is controlled by artists for the long term 
provenance tracking of art.

What is ArtMoi?

“ArtMoi understands what artists need now and in the future to ensure that their cre-
ative works are properly tracked and catalogued once they leave the studio. ArtMoi’s 
software is nothing short of revolutionary. The only product of its kind, ArtMoi ensures 
that a work of art will never be lost, unaccounted for, or experience a copyright in-
fringement. In short ArtMoi is indispensable because it provides an unprecedented and 
easy-to-use tool that allows artists to control the destiny of their work for generations 
to come.” - Sara Angel, Founder & Executive Director, The Art Canada Institute

“We work with companies that have a wide range in scope at North Forge. Some proj-
ects are simply ideas that have immense profit potential, but ArtMoi is an initiative that 
could change how the arts industry works from the ground up and is truly revolution-
ary.” - Jeff Ryzner, President North Forge Technology Exchange

Support From The Community



What Our Users Have To Say

With a free Studio account, artists can catalogue 
unlimited creations with as few or as many de-
tails as they wish. Studio is cloud-based and is 
entirely responsive so you can access your ac-
count on any web enabled computer or device. 

Declare copyright, choose who gets to see your 
artworks and how they are published. ArtMoi 
follows security best practices when developing 
our software and storing your data. Daily back-
ups keep your files safe and protected.

By signing up for an ArtMoi Studio account, you 
are not only preserving your own legacy as an 
artist and protecting your work, you are also 
helping to build what we are hoping will become 
the global standard of art cataloguing and 
tracking. 

Get organized and manage your inventory with ease.

Our Products

“ArtMoi is an invaluable resource for all artists, whether emerging or established. 
There’s simply no better way to exhibit and inventory your work as you move through 
your career. Because it’s so intuitive and easy to use, it’s also a professional way to 
showcase your work to potential buyers.” - Sarah Gee Miller, Professional Artist

“The simplicity of ArtMoi’s software combined with their philosophy of putting the art-
ist in control of their art make it a perfect platform for professional artists to catalogue 
and share their work on. ArtMoi allows me to stay organized and feel good about where 
I’m storing the information about my art.” - Andrew Valko, Professional Artist

“ArtMoi is simply incredible and its importance to my artistic career is invaluable. Its 
easy to use software simplifies the complexity of cataloging my artwork, makes it eas-
ier to do business and protects the vital information and images of my creative life.”
- Randolph Parker, Professional Artist



Our Products

When you create your ArtMoi Studio account 
you also receive your own artmoi.me web-
site. Here you can start your own online port-
folio for free. ArtMoi offers three plans so 
you can choose what best suits your needs. 
All plans include an artmoi.me domain, with 
the option in our Established plan for a fully
customizable website and domain name. 

Don’t worry about managing your hosting 
separately from your website provider, we 
take care of it all. You can publish your art-
work from Studio directly to your website; 
your accounts will always be in sync.

Creating your website has never been so simple.

“Works of art are important not just because they were created, but because they existed at a specific time 
and place. When you document the story, you get to understand a bit of the history.

ArtMoi believes artists own not only the copyright to the imagery they create but also the information that is 
maintained about it; they are the closest to it and, therefore, should be the ones to document it.”

Founder Ryan Mayberry On The Importance Of Documentation

Ryan is the founder of ArtMoi. He is a software engineer and partner at Mayberry Fine Art and Consignor 
Auctions Limited. Through Ryan’s two passions, art and technology, he and the company strive to fulfill 
ArtMoi’s mission: To empower artists and make art more accessible to everyone.



Every U of M student would receive an ArtMoi Studio account which allows them to catalogue an unlimited 
amount of their work for free, along with our Emerging portfolio website plan. The website plan includes an 
artmoi.me domain, 8 website template options, and the ability to publish an unlimited amount of creations 
and collections.

The option to upgrade to our Established plan for $10/monthly for a fully customizable website with a cus-
tom domain name would also be made available. This is the top ArtMoi plan and is usually $18/monthly.

This offer would remain available for the duration of each student’s enrollment at the U of M. Following 
graduation, U of M alumni could continue to document their work for free and maintain their website for free 
under our Standard plan. U of M Alumni pricing will be an optional feature that can be made available as well 
for our premium plans.

Features of the Emerging Plan 
$0/monthly
(regular cost: $10/monthly)  
               
Cataloguing Features
• Unlimited creations
• Unlimited collections
• Unlimited reports    
• Unlimited private sharing

Website Features
• An artmoi.me website
• Publish unlimited creations
• Publish unlimited collections
• 8 website templates
• Automatic website syncing

*U of M Alumni Pricing Optional
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Features of the Established Plan
$10/monthly
(regular cost: $18/monthly)

Cataloguing Features
• Unlimited creations
• Unlimited collections
• Unlimited reports
• Unlimited private sharing

Website Features
• A website with custom domain name
• Publish unlimited creations
• Publish unlimited collections
• Automatic website syncing
• All ArtMoi themes for WordPress
• WordPress Setup
• Full customization options

University of Manitoba Student Pricing


